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The average value of a ton of recyclables dropped in the U.S. Northeast and Ontario in the third
quarter. | Camillo Clauser/Shutterstock

Average commodity values tumbled by about one-fifth during the third quarter, according to a
survey of northeastern U.S. MRFs. A price sheet for Ontario showed the same downward trend.

According to the latest survey by the Northeast Recycling Council (NERC), the average price of a ton
of recyclables was $40.19 during the July-September period (that number includes the expense of
disposing of residue), down 21.6% from the second quarter; however, that third-quarter price was
up 15.3% on a year-over-year basis.

The average value of a ton of recyclables without factoring in residue costs was $46.83 during the
third quarter, down 21.4% from the second quarter but up 12.7% year over year.

The survey of MRFs brought some positive news: MRFs’ processing costs went down. During the third
quarter, the average processing cost was $84 a ton, down 11.6% from the second quarter but up
1.2% year over year.

NERC’s report noted that the second-quarter prices were up considerably from the first quarter.

“With values down and up and now down again, calendar year 2020 has been volatile for residential
MRF commodity values,” according to the report.

The third-quarter data was based on responses from 18 MRFs in 11 states. They represent single-
stream, dual-stream and source-separated facilities. The report was NERC’s sixth quarterly pricing
recap.

Snapshot of markets for Ontario municipalities
Meanwhile, north of the border, the Continuous Improvement Fund (CIF) recently published its price
sheet reflecting pricing information submitted by Ontario municipalities. Funded by producers and
municipalities, CIF was created as part of the province’s producer responsibility system for printed
paper and packaging.

The survey showed a composite recyclables price averaging $53 per short ton during the third
quarter (all CIF figures have been converted from Canadian dollars and metric tons to U.S. dollars
and short tons). That was down from about $65 during the second quarter, or down about 18.5%.

On a year-over-year basis, the third-quarter average was down by around 4%.

The latest CIF sheet, which covers October, shows the same recent runup in mixed paper and
natural HDPE prices that RecyclingMarkets.net has seen. The CIF sheet, which is produced by
EcoCompass, actually showed natural HDPE prices more than doubling from September to October.

More stories about markets
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Third quarter brought more good news for largest haulers
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The latest recycling industry news

China confirms expanded import ban
starting Jan. 1

The Chinese Ministry of Ecology and
Environment last week announced details
about the country’s upcoming ban on all
materials it classifies as “solid waste,”
including recovered fiber.

PET bottle recycling rate drops in US

The U.S. PET bottle recycling rate declined
by a percentage point to 27.9% in 2019,
though the amount of RPET used to make
new bottles increased.

Experts talk contamination, markets
and Basel changes

At the recent MRF Summit, held online,
recycling leaders tackled a number of trends
that are shaping the fortunes of material
processors.

Here are the details on recycling
exports in the third quarter

Paper and plastic exports continue to trend
lower than in previous years, even as
shipments increase to certain countries,
recent figures show.

Every Bottle Back helps fund Michigan
MRF improvements

The beverage industry will provide $800,000
to help rebuild and re-open a long-quiet
MRF in Ann Arbor, Mich.

Our top stories from November 2020

Articles about fiber markets, the U.S.
recycling rate, waste reduction and brand
owner commitments drews our readers’
clicks last month.

COVID-19 demand shift opens door for
recycled fiber

Nine Dragons is shifting toward recycled
packaging at a U.S. mill, citing an
“unprecedented” decline in demand for
printing and writing paper. The company is
just one of several paper producers
responding to changing markets with mill
conversions.
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